
Remember to 

use pure 

sounds, e.g. 

ssss not si 

 

P1 Literacy Home Learning 

Monday 

 

Use the PowerPoint ‘P1 Literacy W.C. 25.05.20’ to support your learning this 

week. If you are struggling to access the interactive parts of the PowerPoint 

there is a video too. 

Warm up: 

Follow the warm up on the PowerPoint or follow the one below. 

Practise saying your sounds using your flashcards or the grid below. 

 If you don’t want to do them all, you can choose a random selection to practise 

each day. 

f l m n r s v z sh th     

b ck d g h j p qu t w wh x y ch 

a e i o u          

ai/ay ee/ea      

 

 

Practise reading your tricky word flashcards (these are tricky because they 

can’t be sounded so you need to outsmart them by being able to sight read 

them). Remember to read the word and practise saying the letters, e.g. ‘was’, ‘w’, 

‘a’, ‘s’, ‘was’. If you can’t remember them an adult could help using ‘my turn/your 

turn’. 

Cut out and practise sight reading your new tricky words ‘all’ and ‘some’. Use 

slide 4 on the PowerPoint to learn them. 

Starter Activity 

Read the following sentences. Think about which words are tricky words and 

which words you need to sound out. Talk about the capital letters at the 

beginning and the full stops at the end of a sentence. 

Ray had a pain in his leg. They sat him on the chair. 

 

 

Say: “Green ee ea” 

 



Remember: 

 Say the word 

 Slow it down 

 Listen to the sounds 

 Middle vowel sound 

 

Main Activity:  

We are learning to make the ‘E’ sound in words using ‘ee’.   

1. Follow slides 5-8 

2. Listen to the Jolly Phonics for E. Practise singing along and joining in with 

the action.  

3. Explore words that have the ‘ee’ digraph with Geraldine the Giraffe.  

4. Watch the Alphablocks use the ‘ee’ digraph to build words. 

5. Watch Mrs Clark video on slide 9 taking you through sounding out some 

words. (You might need to pause the video to make the words yourself 

with you letter cards) 

Now choose one of the starred activities below with the right level of challenge 

for you. (If you are finding the digraphs too tricky at the moment, don’t worry 

about it, keep practising some of your CVC words with the 1-star activity 

instead.) 

 

* Get an adult to read the words in the table underneath one 

at a time. Say the word to yourself. Can you hear what the 

first sound is? Find the flash card with that letter. Can 

you hear what the last sound is? Find the flash card 

with that letter. Get an adult to help you say the 

word slowly saying each sound individually. Find the 

flashcard with the middle sound and make the word.  

wag vet zip 

fox jug  
 

** Get an adult to read the words below one at a time, and practise making them 

with your flashcards. 



jeep eel see feed 
 

*** Get an adult to read the words below one at a time and write them your 

jotter, draw a picture to go with each one. Choose one of the words to write in a 

sentence.   

jeep eel see feed 

sheet wheel cheek teeth 
 

Optional extras: 

 Read a story to an adult. You can access ORT e-books for free at 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/  

This is a good one for practising ‘ee’. 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/digital_books/1319.html  

 Practise your handwriting of ‘ee’. Look at slide 10 to help you. 

 Make an ‘ee’ flower 
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